NicheJet Website Quick-Start Guide
Congratulations on your new NicheJet site! The site you've received was created
using the same specifications that we use for our own sites. They are proven!

In this short document, we'll go over what has been done and what your next
steps might be. However, this site belongs to YOU - not us - and you have the
freedom to do with it at you please.

** VERY IMPORTANT **
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If you change your WordPress password before your NicheJet site has received all
100 ArticleBuilder posts, it will no longer be able to receive the posts. The
WordPress username and password are entered into a secure ArticleBuilder
account, which only NicheJet administrators have access to.

Rest assured that your login details are safe! Once your 100 ArticleBuilder posts
have completed, you may change the WordPress password to anything you like. If
you have your own ArticleBuilder account and would like to simply have that
account do the posting, that's fine. You can safely change your password and
setup auto posting from your personal ArticleBuilder account.

Your New Domain
If you did not provide your own domain, and we registered your domain for you,
please be aware that due to ICANN regulations, we are not permitted to transfer
new domains to you for 60 days. We can remain the owner of the domain for up
to one year, as that is the period of time for which we have paid for. Please
remember that ownership of the domain will expire after one year, so you must
plan to take action before then. Here is what we suggest:

After the 60 day period (and before the first year has passed), in order to get the
authorization code that will allow you to initiate the transfer into your own
registrar, you must contact us via email at transfers@nichejet.com or via the help
desk at http://support.prosperative.com. Be sure to include the domain you want
to transfer in the email. Once we receive it, a NicheJet team member will get the
authorization code to you and will work with you until the transfer is complete.
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Hosting
You will need to provide your hosting details. They were requested on the thank
you page. If you have questions regarding this, submit a ticket at
http://support.prosperative.com and we’ll do our best to give you the info you
need.

On-Page SEO
We've optimized the internal linking structure of your site in a way that will allow
maximum 'authority' distribution. This is accomplished, in part, by placing related
posts below each article and recent posts in the sidebar. We've also reduced
duplicate, canonical pages on your site by clearing out unnecessary archives
pages, etc.

The homepage of your site is targeting the keyword that you chose at checkout.
The internal pages are targeting randomly chosen keywords within the general
topic that you chose at checkout.

Off-Page SEO
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The most effective way we’ve found to get sites ranked these days (2019 and
beyond) is by reaching out to site owners (particularly blogs) in your niche and
offering a unique article in exchange for a link back to your site in a short, “about
the author” section at the end of the article.

We have effectively used this technique recently to obtain HUNDREDS of top 10
rankings in Google … it WORKS very, very well!

We developed a tool called, “Contact Scraper 2.0” (CS2) that makes this quicker
and easier. Whether you use CS2 or not, this is a highly effective way to get your
site ranked in Google!

If you would like to give CS2 a try, we would like to give you an exclusive discount
coupon code that will take 20% off the price! Click here to order CS2 and use this
coupon code: NJVIP1

Monetization
NicheJet sites are excellent candidates for Adsense! Adsense delivers relevant ads
based on the visitor. Just place Adsense code on your site and then focus on
getting traffic to it. It’s that easy.
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Affiliate marketing can also be profitable. If you wish to monetize with an affiliate
offer or multiple affiliate offers, you may want to look through the Clickbank
marketplace. Many ClinkBank products offer 50% commissions, which is far
higher than more physical products.

Or, if you're targeting a specific product keyword, just do a Google search for a
phrase similar to "YOUR PRODUCT affiliate program" replacing "YOUR PRODUCT"
with the actual product keyword. If there are affiliate programs available for the
product, you'll likely find one there.

Again, these are only some examples of monetization options. You own your
NicheJet site and you may monetize it however you please. Some users monetize
in other unique and profitable ways.

WordPress Theme
NicheJet sites have a premium WordPress theme already installed. If you do not
like the theme we have chosen for your site, feel free to replace it with any
number of the WordPress themes that are available. There are many different
themes available. Just login to your WordPress admin, click "Appearance" then,
"Themes" then, "Install Themes" to search for others.

You can also do a Google search for "WordPress themes." If your site is in the
fitness niche, for example, just enter "fitness WordPress themes" in the search
bar or if you'd like a specialized theme, you might want to search for "premium
WordPress themes," but those usually come with a price tag.

Support
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If you have any questions or concerns about your NicheJet site, please submit a
ticket to our help desk at http://support.prosperative.com. If you have any
questions that are specific to domain/hosting transfers, please direct those
questions to Transfers@NicheJet.com

We hope you enjoy your site and our team is always standing by to build more
sites for you, when needed at: NicheJet.com

There are options for 5 site orders and 10 site orders (both at discount) on the
checkout page. If you would like to order more than 10 sites, please send an
email to joshspaulding1@gmail.com and we can discuss a discount on your
order.

Closing Remarks
The way in which your NicheJet site has been setup, structured and optimized has
proven to be a winning model. Both Jonathan Leger and Josh Spaulding, the
Internet Marketers responsible for this service, have created and promoted many
sites in a similar way with great results!

While we can't guarantee your NicheJet site will earn you money, we have set it
up in a way that makes it more likely to be successful. The more you can build
upon it and promote it past what we do, the more likely it is to succeed!
Therefore, we recommend that you add interesting and informative content to
the site and that you continue building backlinks to the site and promoting it in
any way you can.
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We on the NicheJet team want to thank you very much for your business.
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